Exclusive Alliance
Launch of Forsys Subsea

Safe Harbor

This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” intended to qualify for the safe harbors from liability established by
the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. All statements other than statements of historical fact contained in this
report are forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended
(the “Exchange Act”). Forward-looking statements usually relate to future events and anticipated revenues, earnings, cash
flows or other aspects of our operations or operating results. Forward-looking statements are often identified by the words
“believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “plan,” “intend,” “foresee,” “should,” “would,” “could,” “may,” “estimate,” “outlook” and
similar expressions, including the negative thereof. The absence of these words, however, does not mean that the statements
are not forward-looking. These forward-looking statements are based on our current expectations, beliefs and assumptions
concerning future developments and business conditions and their potential effect on us. While management believes that
these forward-looking statements are reasonable as and when made, there can be no assurance that future developments
affecting us will be those that we anticipate.
All of our forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties (some of which are significant or beyond our control)
and assumptions that could cause actual results to differ materially from our historical experience and our present
expectations or projections. We wish to caution you not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements, which
speak only as of the date hereof. We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any of our forward-looking

statements after the date they are made, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except to the
extent required by law.

Exclusive Alliance between FMC Technologies and Technip
Combined scope of Involvement: integrated SPS and SURF capabilities
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* Covers engineering, supply, fabrication and installation
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** Life of field surveillance and monitoring
*** Subsea Umbilicals, Risers and Flowlines
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Exclusive Alliance between FMC Technologies and Technip
Optimizing subsea field from Concept, Delivery and Beyond

Step change in design

Concept

•
•
•
•

Rationalize overall field layout, drive standards, development and integration of technology
Leverage of SURF* products with Subsea Production and Processing equipment
Topside selection and modification
Design systems for improved field performance

Reduce complexity and time

Delivery

•
•

Seamless subsea infrastructure delivery from seabed to topside
Integrated project planning and reduced interfaces

Increased field performance

Beyond
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•
•
•

Life of field monitoring and surveillance, data analysis and advisory services
Preemptive analysis of Integrated SURF* and SPS** enabling timely maintenance
Maximize reliability and uptime providing the lowest total ownership cost available in the industry.

* Subsea Umbilicals, Risers & Flowlines

**Subsea Production Systems

Forsys Subsea
The Joint Venture that unites the skills and capabilities of the world’s most talented subsea professionals
Early involvement with operators in the concept selection phase of front-end
engineering and design , when ability to influence cost is greatest

Promote integrated design of Subsea Production Systems (SPS), Subsea
Umbilicals, Risers and Flowlines (SURF) to reduce complexity

Integrated life-of-field well surveillance, monitoring, data interpretation and
advisory services to increase field performance

Collaboratively develop R&D to drive technological innovations that increase
efficiency and reduce development costs
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Forsys Subsea
A global organization ready to partner with our clients

Oslo
London
Paris
Houston

Singapore

Rio de Janeiro

Headquarters in London
6 Operating Centers
320 Professionals
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